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A NEW METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE 
REACTIONS OF MECHANICAL CONSTRAINTS 
Do SANH, Do DANG KHOA 
Hanoi University of Technology 
Abstract. In the present paper it is introduced the method for determining the reactions 
of mechanical constraints ( holonomic and nonholonomic constraints). 
As is known, for studying dynamical characters of a mechanical system it is necessary 
to determine the constraint reactions acting on the system. Up to now, the reactions are 
calculated through Lagrange's multipliers. By such a way the reactions are determined only 
indirectly. In the [ 3, 4 ], two methods of determining directly the reactions are discussed. 
However, for applying these methods, it is necessary to compute the inverse matrix of the 
matrix of inertia. This thing in general is not convenient, specially when the matrix of 
inertial is of large size and dense. 
In the present paper it is represented the method for determining the constraint reac-
tions, by which it is possible to avoid inertia the computation of the inverse matrix of the 
matrix of inertia is avoided. For this in the paper it is used the middle variables by which 
we obtain a closed set of algebraic equations for directly determining reactions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
I:-:. the development of technics the completed systems are very interested. In accor-
>...:.·:e with this, the dynamic study of constrained systems is becoming more and more 
_:-:..:.-:.:-:am . 
. -\s is known, up to now there is not yet a general method for determining directly 
· _::_..;. :-.:-.:i.ctions of constraints. There is only the method of Lagrange's multipliers, by which 
· ::."'" :-.:-::.crions are determined through Lagrange's multipliers [ 2, 7 J. Besides this, there 
'.:'"' :"7'.-,::. of methods of calculating the reactions, which are discussed in the works[ 3, 4 ]. 
:: : -:::.:-·.-.:-:-. in order to apply the last methods, it is necessary to compute the inverse matrix 
: : :'.:.-:- :::~atrix of inertia. This thing is not always convenient, for example, when the matrix 
·: :.:.-:-:-:'.a is of large size and is dense. 
· - ;i:-€5ent paper it is constructed the method, which overcomes the foible of two above 
=._...;:.::: ::e<l methods. 
2. THE METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE REACTIONS OF 
CONSTRAINTS 
:...:-: ·is consider the system with generalised coordinates qj(j = 1, m) . The expression 
: : : ::-.-:- ;cnetic and potential energy of the system under consideration are of the form: 
(2.1) 
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Suppose that the system subjected to stationary constraints of the form: 
m 
Lba/h + ba = O; Q = 1,r, 
j=l 
(2.2) 
where the coefficients baj, ba are the continue functions of coordinates and velocities, i. 
e, 
baj = baj(Q1, Q2, ... , Qm, llI , </2, ... , iJm), 
ba = ba(q1, Q2, ... , Qm, Q1, </2, ... , Qm)• 
It is noticed that, the coefficients aij(i, j = 1, m) in the expression of kinetic energy are 
the functions of coordinates, i. e. 
It is easy to show, that the holonomic constraints, linear and nonlinear nonholonomic 
constraints with respect to the velocitees are written in the form (2. 2) too. 
Let us denote the generalised force corresponding to the coordinate Qj by Qj, which 
is the function of coordinates and velocities, i. e., Qj = Qj(q1, q2, ... , Qm, </1, </2, ... , iJm)· 
For compact, let us introduce the following matrix notations: 
qT = llq1, Q2, ... , Qmll, 
qT = ll</1, Q2, ... , Qmll, 
q_T = lll}i, ii2, ... , iimll · 
These are the (m x 1) matries of coordinates, velocities and accelerations respectively. 
The symbol "T' is notation of transpose of matrix. 
the Q is the ( m x 1) matrix of generalised foi:ces, 
In the matrix form the expression of the kinetic energy will be written as follows 
where A is an ( m x m) matrix of inertia of the system. 
the equations of constraints will be 
hq +ho= O, (2.3) 
where hand ho are the (r x m) and (r x 1) matrices respectively. The their elements are 
the functions of generalised coordinates and velocities. 
As is known [3, 4] th~ 'equations of motion of the system can be written as follows: 
(2.4) 
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e R is the matrix of the reactions of the constraints (2. 3) acting on the system: 
B.· the Principle of Compatibility [3, 4] the reactions must satisfy the algebraic equations, 
·ch in the matrix form are written as follows 
•h r 
BR+ BQ* + ho = 0, 
B = bA-1 , 
Q* = Q+Aw. 
Th ( m x 1) matrix '11 has the elements 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
n re the aij ( i, j = 1, m) are the elements of t.he ( m x m) matrix of inertia, but A - 1 is 
• e inver e matrix of the last. 
By such a way we obtain r algebraic equations containing m unknowns Rj(r < m). · 
• order to determine the reactions Rj(j = 1, m) it is necessary to fill up k = (m - r) 
uations containing only m unknowns Rj(j = 1, m), which in addition tom equations 
2.5) yield a complete set of equations of unknowns Rj(j = 1, m) 
For this purpose let us to use the condition of ideality of the constraints (2.2). This 
ndition in the matrix form is written as follows [3] 
DR=O, (2.9) 
·h re the (k x m) matrix D consists of the elements, which are the coefficients in term of 
expressions of generalised accelerations represented through independent generalised 
c lerations. 
The equations ( 2.5) and ( 2.9) yield a closed set of m algebraic equations containing 
unkowns Rj(j = 1, m). By solving it we get the reactions of the constraints (2.2), which 
e the functions of coordinates and velocities, that is: 
R = R(q,q). (2.10) 
Equations of motion of the system with the constraints will be written in the form: 
!!_ (8T) _ fJT = Q R. 
dt aq aq + (2.11) 
Of course, these equations take an important part in dynamic study of mechanical 
systems with constraints. 
However, in order to write the equations ( 2.5) and ( 2.9) it is necessary to compute 
the inverse matrix of the matrix of inertia A. This thing is unconvenient when the matrix 
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A is of large size and is dense, for example, in the case of the elements of A being the 
trigonometry functions. 
In order to overcome this let us introduce in consideration the middle unknowns Rj(j = 
1, m), which satisfy the following relation 
(2.12) 
where R 0 the (m x 1) matrix of elements Rj(j = 1, m) but R - the (m x 1) matrix of 
reactions of the constraints ( 2.2) and A -l - the inverse matrix of the matrix of inertia 
A. 
By the tranformation ( 2.12) the equation (2.5) will take the form 
bR0 +bQ0 +bo =0, 
but the ( 2.9) will be now 
n°R0 = 0. 
The new unknown Q0 being the ( m x 1) matrix will satisfy the following equation: 
x 
Fig.1 
AQO = Q*, 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
where A is the matrix of inertia, but Q* and n° are computed respectively by the relation 
(2.7) and 
D 0 =DA, (2.16) 
with D is constructed as in ( 2.9). 
It is noticed that, the matrice band ho are described in ( 2.3). 
In sum we obtain 2m equations ( 2.13), ( 2.14) and ( 2.15) contain 2m unknowns R? 
and Q?(i = 1, m) 
By solving these equations we obtain R 0 and further by (2.12) we get reactions of the 
constraints (2.2), that is 
R=AR0 . (2.17) 
By such a way the reactions are calculated. The represented computation scheme permits 
to evade the calculation of the inverse matrix of the matrix of inertia. 
It is noticed, that in the case of holonomic constraints or nonholonomic constraints 
linear or nonlinear with respect to velocities the constraints equations must be treated as 
the first integrals of the equations of motion (2.11) 
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It is easy to show that in such a case we have R( q, 0) = 0 . This means that at the 
· ibrium position the reactions are equal to zero. 
For illustrating let us consider the two wheeled carriage (Fig.1) on a rough horizontal 
.u.e [7). The position of the system is determined by five generalised coordinates. 
) Let us assume that the position of the body is defined by the coordinates x, y, e, t.p1 
Cf"l where x, y are the coordinates of the point of intersection of the symmetry axis 
the carriage with the axle on which the wheels are mounted; 8 - the angle between the 
; .__.__unetry axis of the carriage and the Ox-axis, t.p1 and <p2- the angles of rotation of the 
-- iand wheel and the right - hand wheel respectively.We shall assume that the body of 
carriage does not undergo vertical displacements. The cGmdition of rolling without 
·· g lead to three kinematic constraints (a is the radius of the wheels and b if half the 
h of the axle): 
For the left-hand wheel: 
f', - xcose + fJsinO- biJ + a<P2 = o. 
. the right-hand wheel: 
x cos e + iJ sine + biJ + a<P1 = o. 
absence of lateral sliding of both wheel yields 
xsinO - ycosO = 0. 
~ .the system under consideration has two degrees of freedom. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Let us denote the mass centre of the body by Co, which is situated on the symmetry 
a distance L from the point ( x, y). 
The kinetic energy of the carriage can be written as follows F . 
T = ~m(x2 + y2) + ~J02 + ~C('f?I + 'f?~) + m 0 LO(ycos0 - xsinO). (d) 
-. m = mo + 2m1, m is the mass of the whole carriage, mo - the mass of the body, m1 
mass of each wheel (the wheels are assumed to be identical ) , J = mok5 + 2mb2 + 2A 
moment of inertia of the carriage when it rotates as a :whole about the vertical axis 
- . through the point C ( x, y), ko - the radius of gyration of the body about the vertical 
.......,,~·.__~ ... ".:, through C(x, y), A-the moment of inertia of a wheel about a diameter, C-the axial 
--~~-~. ·; of inertia. 
potential energy is equal to zero, i.e. TI = 0. 
· us choose the independent coordinates to be x and (}. 
B_ the constraint equations (a) (b) and (c) we obtain: 
1 b. 1 b. iJ = tgOx, 'f?1 = ---x - -0; <P2 = ---x + -8. (e) 
acose a acos8 a 
(2 x 5) matrix D in (2.9) in accordance with the relatio:nS (e) is of the form now 
D= [~ tgO O 0 1 1 a cgs (} (!) 
a 
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The (5 x 5) matrix of inertia of the system will be 
m 0 -moL inB 0 0 
0 m -moLcose 0 0 
A = -moLsin(} moLcosB J 0 0 (g) 
0 0 0 c 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
In accordance with (2.16) the (2 x 5) matrix n° has the form 
[ 
m mtg(} 0 _ _!}_ _ _!!__l 
no = DA = a cis (} a c_;gs (} . 
-moL sin(} moL sin() J - : ~ (h) 
By the constraint equations (a) (b) and ( c) we obtain the ( 3 x 5) matrix b and the 
(3 x 1) matrix bo, they are 
[
cos (} sin (} b a OJ 
b = cos (} sin (} b 0 a , 
sin (} cos (} 0 0 0 
( i) 
b;f = [o o - (cos(}±+ sin8y)e]. (k) 
Because of the potential energy being to zero and the absence of external forces, the 
matrix of generalised force is equal to zero, i.e. Q = 0. 
It is easy to calculate the second term in (2.7), which is a matrix (m x 1) and has the 
following form: 
[A\Jl]T = [moLcostHP m 0 Lsin8iP m 0 L(sin(}y + cosOx)O 0 o]. (l) 
The ( 5 x 1) matrix Q* will be 
[Q*]r=[moLcose82 m0Lsin(}B2 moL(sin8y+cosex)O o o]. (m) 
The equations (2.13), (2.14), (2.15) now will be written as follows: 
cos BR~ + sin(} R~ + bRg + aR~1 + cos BQ~ + sin eQ~ + bQg = 0, 
cos BR~+ sin(}R~ - oRg + aR~1 + cosBQ~ + sin(}Q~ - bQg = 0, 
sin BR~ - cos(}R~ + sin(}Q~ - cos(}Q~ +(cos(}±+ sin8y)O = 0, 
mR~ - mtg(}R~ + sin(}Q~ - cos(}Q~ - (cos(}±+ sin(}y)O = 0, (n) 
0 0 c c 
mRx - mtgBRy - -.-()R'P1 - --()R'P2 , asm a cos 
mQ~ - moL s.in eQg = m 0 L cos 002 , 
mQ~ + mo L cos (}Qg = moL sin 802 , 
- moL sin (}Q~ + moL cos (}Q~ + J Qg = moL( cos(}± + sin Oy) 0. 
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equa ion we get 
n0 _ [ mJ e·e· moL2 cose 8-2] It% - - tg x + -
mJ - m6£2 m (1 + ~c2) 
....0 mJ . . mo 2 cose ·2 
11Y = J 2L 2 tgexe - -L ( ) e , m -mo m 1 + ma2 
2C 
(o) 
Ro _ mmoL . e· 9- - x 
cos(} (mJ - m6£2) ' 
n'J o a 1 ·2 ~"yii = Rcp2 = - 2CmoL 1 + ~ (} . 
2C 
f rmulas (2.17) it is easy to compute the reactions of the constraints (a) (b) 
- I CRl the carriage. They are: 
?'t· '~ 
..,.. ~ ...o o . moL2 ·2 lb.I~~ = m.n;; - moLsinBR9 = -mtgBxO - 2 cos08 , 
u_ 1 + W · 
Aft~ mR0y + moL sin 8 .Rg = mxiJ - moL2 2 sin 802 , 1+ ma 2C 
Ra ..,. ~moLsinBR~ + moLcosOR~ + JRg = 0, (p) 
o a 2 1 ·2 R ~1 = Rcp2 = -cR,,.,1 = --2 moL 2 e . ~ ' T l+~c 
o ·on of the carriage now will be written as follows: 
.. ·2 . moL2 ·2 
11lX - moL sin(}(} = moL cos 00 - mtgOxB - 2 cos 08 , 1 + ma 
2C 
a. · ·· . ·2 . • moL2 • · ·2 
.... ~moL Sin ()0 = moL sm eo - mxO - 2 sm 08 ' 
.... 1 +ma PH~'· 20 
- m-0L sin Ox + mo L cos Oy + J jj = mo L (sin OiJ + cos Ox) iJ, 
c·:. - -~ L 2 1 IP 
- . - 2 mo 1 ma2 ) 
+ 2c 
C - a L2 1 IP 
- - -2mo 1 + u/ . 
(q) 
he applfoation of the other methods for this problem is very difficulty 
3. CONCLUSION 
igation of constrained systems is very important, but this is a hard 
,_.._..~·-· te::::er:~.;..e o the determii:J.ing the reactions of constraints on the system. 
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As is known, up to the present time, there is not yet any method for solving usefully 
above mentioned problem. 
In the present paper it is represented the method, which permits to compute directly 
the reactions of constraints and therefore the dynamic study of the system will be more 
easy. 
This publication is completed with financial support from the National Basic Research 
Program in Natural Sciences. 
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MQT PHUONG PH.AP MOI n:E x.Ac D!NH c.Ac PHAN LVC cuA c.Ac 
"" ,e ' ,... .' ·>:.' . f . . .... 
'LIEN KET LEN CAC ~ ca HQC 
Trong bai bao da, .de xuat IDQt phll'O'ng pft~ : QhO vi~ xae t'ijnh tn;l'C tiep cac phan l\l'C 
lien ket len cac h~ ca h<?C, -Cho den nay bai toan nay chua dUQ'C giAf quyet m<)t each co 
hi~u qua do chi su d\lng phuang trlnh chuyen d<)ng d~ng nhan tu. Phuong phap neu ra 
da cho phep xac ~nh tr\l'C tiep cac phan l\l'C lien ket va nha do CO the xay d\l'ng phuang 
trlnh chuyen d<)ng cl'ia ca h~ khong chua cac nhart tu Lagrange. 
